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FROM YOUR
PRESIDENT

CHRIS LANING

Food for thought and fertilizer for the Peony

With the coming of spring, peonies will commence growing and
they will be hungry. A feeding that will satisfy them for a season
applied right now will make these treasured flowers more colorful.
Also, the more cultivating and weeding, the more happy these plants
will be. Of course, I know you know this, but this reminder is intended
to encourage you to DO this task!

Beauty and utility, requirements for happy gardening, have not
associated one with the other as they should in the hybridist's mind.
We have been led down the rosy path that indicates "bigger is better"
with the unhappy result of developing "show flowers" at the expense
of variety and utility. Surely there must be a place in our thinking for
small is beautiful and variety is refreshing.
A garden of seedling peonies blooming in all its beauty with each

plant differing from its neighbor but always augmenting the total
elegance - that for me is beauty at its best. In contrast let me suggest
that the most beautiful bloom all by its lonesome self presents a
thought such as this: Here today, gone tomorrow.

Tree peonies (P. suffruticosa) display flowers of true elegance.
Their names, though, are anything but elegant! I do propose that we
start all over again by raising and introducing selected clones, giving
them good American names that have both meaning and are pro
nounceable. While the thoughts of setting aside the great collection
of tree peonies having Japanese names can bring consternation to our
thinking, that isn't necessary. Let them co-exist with the new ones we
will develop.

Seeds from Mr. Domoto of California have produced seedlings
(for me) that compare favorably with our present day Japanese
peonies. And I must say they seem to increase in beauty with every
passing year! Let the 1990's be the decade of the American P.
suffruticosa!
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Creating the Daphnis Hybrids:
Forty Years of Adventure with Tree Peonies

by Nassos Daphnis, with Elizabeth Massey
December, 1984

I first saw tree peonies in the spring of 1939, when I was invited by
Mr. and Mrs. William Gratwick to their estate in Pavilion, NY. In
1938, I had had an exhibition of my paintings at the Contemporary
Arts Gallery in New York, to which my friend Stephen Bourgeois, an
art historian, had invited the Gratwicks. They purchased one of the
paintings for their home, and the following spring invited me to come
visit them.
In those days, the trip to Pavilion took at least 10 hours. I arrived

late in the evening, so it wasn't until the next morning that I had a
chance to walk around the grounds. Bill and I were strolling down the
long driveway when suddenly my breath was taken away by the
incredible color of rows of tree peonies in full bloom.

"Tree Peonies" Painting 1941 by Nassos Daphnis
I was familiar with all types of cultivated flowers from having

worked for seven or eight years in my uncle's flower shop in New
York. But in all that time, I had never seen blossoms like these.
Fascinated by their beauty, I asked Bill Gratwick what they were.
Tree peonies from Japan, he replied, and he began to tell me how he
had gotten the plants. Some he had imported from Japan; some he
had grown from seed. All were part of a collection of rare plants he
was raising at the nursery he then maintained at the Pavilion estate.
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As a painter, my first impulse was to capture the beauty and
elegance of these flowers by doing portraits of each variety. At that
time, the Gratwicks were growing about 110 varieties of tree peonies,
each of which had been selected for the beauty and perfection of its
petal arrangement, color, shape, foliage and length of stem. I did
paint a few of the varieties, some singly and others in arrangements.
This continued for several years, as I came back each spring until
1942, when I was inducted into the Army.

Back from service in Italy in December of 1945, I could hardly
wait for another trip to the Gratwicks. And in spring, 1946, I went
again. But that year, my impulse was not simply to paint the flowers; I
wanted to try to create new varieties.

The mysteries of breeding plants had fascinated me since my
childhood in a small rural town in southern Greece. When I was seven
or eight years old, I would accompany my father to his farm on the
outskirts of town. I remember having noticed that the different kinds
of trees bore different kinds of fruits, and I asked by father to explain
why one tree couldn't have two kinds of fruit on it. His reply, that is
simply couldn't be done, did not safisfy my boy's curisoity. I had
watched him do grafting, so I decided to try to find the answer for
myself. I grafted fruit trees the way he did, but with a difference -

grafting apples to pears. I soon discovered the truth of whatmy father
said, and limited myself to grafting cultivated to wild pears, cultivated
to wild olives, and cultivated to wild figs.

The species parents and the hybrid offspring. Moutan parent,
center; lutea parent, lower right; Fl hybrid, left.
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While the sight, once again, of the Gratwicks' magnificent tree
peonies had reawakened my fascination with breeding, Bill had also
become interested in the subject. During the years I was away, he had
made the acquaintance of Professor A.P. Saunders, who by that time
was renowned for his extensive work hybridizing both tree and
herbaceous peonies. Bill had obtained specimens of most of Professor
Saunders' collection by 1946, and had learned that in order to achieve
hybrid tree peonies it was necessary to cross the moutan varieties,
which he had been growing for years in his nursery, with the lutea, a
species originating in southern China which he just happened to also
be growing in the nursery. So we had the ingredients for hybridizing
at hand.

Thrilled that I again had an opportunity to create new flowers, I
reacted immediately, starting to collect pollen from the moutans, and
then to prepare and lutea buds for fertilization by cutting off the
petals before the flowers opened, removing the anthers, and bagging
every individually prepared bud to prevent the lutea buds from self-
pollinating. Two or three days later, when the pistil was receptive, I
applied moutan pollen with a brush.

There were many lutea plants at the nursery from which I could
select as seed parents those which had outstanding color and strong
stems. I chose the luteas for seed parents despite the fact that they
usually have weak stems, since the work of the early tree peony
hybridizers showed conclusively that the luteas are significantly
more receptive to the pollen of the moutans than are the moutans to
the pollen of luteaus. Although the resulting combination of heavy
flower with weak stem tends to produce plants on which the flower
sags and hides beneath the foliage, as in the case of such French
hybrids as Alice Harding, Chromatella and Madame Louis, the
moutans' lack of receptivity as seed parents limited me to using them
as pollen parents only at this early stage of the hybridizing program.
As pollen parents, then, I picked moutans which showed good color,
excellent form, pleasing foliage and other desirable qualities.

During the first few years, there were few seeds. Imight get nly 5-
20 seeds a year; of them, only a few survived the 8-10 years it takes a
tree peony to reach maturity, and fewer still bloomed. Among them,
however, are 12 first generation hybrids which have outstanding
qualities; 10 are in commercial distribution. One, Tria, was the first
of the Daphnis hybrids to reach the market.
Tria is an extraordinary plant, so named for two reasons: it was the

third cross I made; and, when it blooms, each stem produces three
flowers in succession. The first of the large yellow buds on each stem
opens at the same time as the moutans begin to flower; four or five
days later, the second bud opens; then the third. Tria was the longest
blooming season of any of the hybrids, as well as a number of the
characteristics I breed for. Its stems are stout and rise well above the
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foliage. The clear yellow petals unfold in sequence, opening up into a
blossom as crisply ruffled as crushed silk.

Tria (Fl)
Another of the early successes was Artemis, whose flower is a

pure, pale yellow with silken petals. One of the most vigorous of the
Fls, Artemis is the result of a cross between lutea #14 and the
moutan White Queen, as is her sister Avra. It is interesting that while
Artemis inherited the yellow color of her luteamother, Avra inherited
the pure white of her moutan father; the offspring of the same plant
parents can be as varied as are the children of the same parents in the
animal world.

The other named varieties to result from the first three years of
breeding include:
Demetra: double golden flowers on strong stems held well above
the foliage. Petals are rimmed with red. Named after the Greek
goddess of the earth.
Gauguin: still the most unusual of the hybrids. Each petal is
suffused with deep red on the inner side, with strokes of yellow
running from the base to the rim; on the outer, or reverse, side of
the petal are streaks of red across a deep yellow. The center is
dark red, while the anthers are yellow. The vivid, exotic colors
suggest the paintings of Paul Gauguin.
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Demetra (Fl)
Kronos: dark crimson with a blue overcast. A heavy, double
flower which bends slightly when in full bloom, it is dramatic in
full sunlight, and a good contrast with other hybrids. Named after
the Greek god of time.
Marie Laurencin: after a painter of the same name. A beautifully
formed flower with petals ranging from pink to dark red to purple
on the inner side, and silvery on the outer side. A delicate, feminine
plant.
Persephone: the most delicate of the Fl s in color, texture, form
and foliage. The petals are a pale, velvety, almost transparent
yellow, curving back slightly at the rim. The foliage is slender.
The name, from Greek mythology, refers to Demetra's daughter.
Persepolis: a good bloomer, with strong stems which rise above
the foliage. The blossoms are a clear, festive red and surround the
plant. Named after the ancient Persian capital
Redon: named after the painter Odilon Redon, noted for his
vibrant pastels of flowers. Redon has the largest blossoms of any
of the hybrids developed so far. The flowers average 10" in
diameter, with the petals curved in at the rims. Redon is unusual
in that each plant bears flowers of two distinct colors; some
blossoms will be pale pink with a bluish tint, while others will be
peach.
Tessera: the fourth plant crossed, hence the name. A single
blossom with a few big, pale peach petals.
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Redon (Fl)
Themis: has two sets of petals, an inner circle which curves
upward and inward in a cup-like effect, and an outer circle of
petals which lie flat. The color is light pink with a hint of blue,
deepening to red at the base. Named after the Greek goddess of
law, order and justice.



Our work proceeded in this manner until 1949. That fall, Iwent to
Europe for 2% years to study painting, first in Paris and then in
Florence. When I came back, it was spring of 1 952 and Iwent straight
to the Gratwicks, as I have every spring and fall since then. This time,
Bill had gotten from Professor Saunders two F2 plants, the only
produced by him and ones which he hoped would be fertile. These
plants were in a sense freaks of nature. Usually, first generation
hybrids are sterile; but Professor Saunders had found two seeds in
the pod of an Fl plant and he managed to grow them.

When these two plants flowered, they did not produce seeds,
much to Professor Saunders' disappointment. He was about 80 years
old at the time, and not interested in pursuing the potential of the two
plants. So he gave them to BilL We called one F2 A and the other F2B;
Professor Saunders had numbered them 12788 and 16718, respec
tively.

Although the F2s were not receptive as seed parents, the chance
still remained that their pollen might be fertile. Fertile F2 pollen
could be used to carry the hybridizing program to another stage,
opening up the possibility of back crosses as well as third generation
hybrids. We were aware that with this possibility ahead of us, we had
reached a crucial point of our work with the tree peonies.
I had no sooner laid eyes on the two F2s than I knew I had to find

out how fertile they were. To test the pollen for vitality, I collected
and cultured it. Through amicroscope, I observed that the pollen had
developed the root-like tubes characteristic of fertile pollen and
through which the male reproductive cells travel to reach the female
ovum.

Convinced the pollen was fertile, I faced the problem of determin
ing which plants would be most receptive to it. In order to decide
which of the plants in the nursery were most closely related to the
F2s, I made a large chart, relating the moutan varieties, the lutea
varieties, the Fls and the F2s. This chart called attention to the fact
that the most closely related plants were the Fls. We had already
discarded these plants from consideration because, as first generation
hybrids, we assumed they were sterile. The distance between the
moutans, the luteas and the F2s was so great, however, that I argued
that the only real chance for creating another hybrid would be to take
a risk on the fertility of the Fls. Supporting this argument was the fact
that while the pollen of the F 1 s is virtually always sterile, their fertility
as seed parents had already been demonstrated in rare cases.

When I discussed this theory with Bill, he responded that we
would never get any seeds that way. Dispite his protest, I went ahead
and worked on my hunch, using the pollen of the F2 s with the Saunders'
Fls as seed parents. I first attempted this cross in 1953, and to my
amazement, got 75 seeds from the cross. The following year I intensi
fied the program and got 150 seeds. From these seeds, we grew about
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100 plants of unusual vigor and flower. These are the first generation
back crosses, the BCls.

The back crosses are stonger, more fertile plants than the parents.
Some produce seeds on their own, and their pollen can be used back
to the moutans for second generation back crosses, in which more and
more of the desirable qualities of the moutan are retained, eliminating
the poorer qualities of the lutea. Developing these back crosses with
their highly fertile pollen facilitated the hybridizing program im
mensely, as the pollen is received by not only the moutans but also the
Fls, F2s and other back crosses.
Of all the BCls produced, both in the 1950s and since, we have

named only five: (Note: all seed parents are Saunders Fls.)
Aurora: Daphnis No. 98, pedigree, Wings of the Morning x F2 A.
Semi-double, with three rows of light yellow petals and red flares.
Named after the Greek goddess of the dawn.

Phaedra: Daphnis No. 100; pedigree, Segovia x F2B. Semi-
double, with rounded, well-formed petals. Red with bluish cast
and dark flares. Center is dark and mysterious. Named after the
wife of Theseus, in Greek mythology.
Helios: Daphnis No. 123; pedigree, Golden Hind x F2B. Soft
yellow double blossom, particularly radiant in morning light.
Named after the Greek god of the sun.
Terpsichore: Daphnis No. 182; pedigree, Amber Moon x F2A.
A coral blosom, veined with orange and red. Single, with two rows
of well-formed petals which weave in and out. Named after the
muse of dance and song.
Hephestos: Daphnis No. 240; pedigree, Thunderbolt x F2A.
The purest of the reds. A double blossom, with ruffled and
pointed petals. Named after the Greek god of fire.

The next major event in the hybridizing program was my attempt
to reverse the process, using the pollen from the lutea hybrids with
moutan seed parents. In 1959, I prepared about 800 moutan flowers
to be fertilized with F2 pollen. When the time came to check the pods,
there were no signs of any seeds at all. I went from pod to pod, plant to
plant, looking for a sign of seeds, but there was none. I was tre
mendously disappointed, and had almost decided that this kind of
cross could never be achieved, when Bill reminded me that way at the
corner of the field was one more plant. We went together to examine

it, and there, we found one seed. Miraculously, the seed germinated
and grew to maturity. The plant, D-204, is now commercially available
as Zephyrus (named after the Greek god of the west wind).

We later calculated that the chances of this cross producing a

seed were 1:50,000. (800 flowers prepared x 4-5 pods per flower x 10-
15 possibilities for a seed per pod.) The parents were Suishohaku x

F2A. Now commercially available, Zephyrus has a delicate double
11



Zephyrus (Pedigree: Suisho-haku x F2A)
flower which, with a diameter of 10", is as big as Redon. In color, it is a
pearly lavender with maroon flares.

The creation of Zephyrus came at a time when we had made a
major shift in the emphasis of our program. By now, the back crosses
contained a sufficient proportion ofmoutan genetic material to permit
crossing both ways; in short we had reached the stage where we could
breed plants which were % moutan and V4 lutea. From 1959 to 1968,
we concentrated on the various combinations which would yield
plants with this new proportion of moutan to lutea; we crossed BCl s,
BC2s, BC3s and F3s with moutan plants. Six noteworthy varieties
have been produced:

Iphigenia: Daphnis No. 303; pedigree, BC2 x Daioh (J-2). A
single, deep red flower with two rows of well-formed petals, and
maroon flares. The inner row of petals arches backwards, while
the outer row lies flat. Named after the daughter of Agamemnon.
Ariadne: Daphnis No. 304; pedigree, BC2 x Impomon (J-8).
Petals are peach, fringed with red. Semi- double, with the inner
row of petals ruffled and pointed; the outer row is rounded.
Named after King Minos' daughter, who helped save Theseus
from the Minataur.
Leda: Daphnis No. 308; pedigree, Kokamon (J-ll) x BC2. Pink
with red streaks. Single, very large blossom which opens fully to
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reveal its center and the dark flares radiating out. Named after
the mythological Queen of Sparta, mother of Castor and Pollux.

Leda (Pedigree: Kokamon x BC2)

Prometheus: Daphnis No. 359; pedigree, BC1 (D-101) x Daioh.
A vibrant, flame-like red. Semi- double, with ruffled, notched and
pointed petals which stretch out from the center like flames.
Named after the Titan in Greek mythology who brought fire to
man.
Medea: Daphnis No. 306; pedigree, Guardian of the Monastery x
D-134 (an F3). Single, red to deep maroon Two rows of corrugated
petals, with the inner row forming an irregular circle around the
anthers. The second row arches outward. Named after the
legendary princess and sorceress.
New, unnamed: Daphnis No. 368; pedigree, Guardian of the
Monastery x BC2. Golden with maroon flares. The inner row of
petals forms a cup around the prominent center; the outer row of
petals curves backwards.

At the same time that we were carrying out the program of back-
crosses, we observed that occasionally seeds were developing from
flowers which we had not prepared for crossing. Although these seeds
were produced outside the hybridizing program, we collected and
grew them too. Several survived and displayed such excellent qualities
that we named them:
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Icarus: Daphnis No. 254; seed parent, Fl. An excellent red
flower. Named after the first man who, according to legend, tried
to fly.
Maia: Daphnis No. 265; seed parent, BC1. A light red semi-
double, with three rows of evenly spaced petals surrounding a
prominent dark center with alizarin flares. Named after the
daughter of Atlas, and the most beautiful women in Greek legend.
Hestia: Daphnis No. 273; seed parent, BCl. Clear, warm red
double flower, with slightly ruffled petals in 3-5 rows of small
petals. Named aftre the Greek goddess of the hearth.

Hestia (open-flower pollinated BC2)

What are the aims of the hybridizing program now? My chief
objective is to increase the porportion of genetic material from the
moutan varieties and decrease the proportion of lutea genetic
material. The lutea has contributed the yellow color which never
appears in the moutan color range; it has contributed also its ability
to withstand heat much better than the moutans, as well as its pleasing
petal formation. Nevertheless, it suffers from weak stems and small
flowers. In the breeding program up to now, the proportion of moutan
to lutea genetic material has remained much the same: 50:50 in the
Fls, the F2s and the back-crosses, and 75:25 in the more recent
crosses. To breed out the poor qualities of the lutea requires still
further reduction in the hybrids of lutea genetic material.
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During 1984, I concentrated on carrying out this new phase of the
program. Moutans were used as both seed and pollen parents, paired
with plants with a 75:25 ratio of moutan genetic material. The aim is
to achieve hybrids which are 7/

s moutan and % lutea
The 1984 program was a complete success. Out of 228 flowers

pollinated, 93 seeds were collected. From these seeds, I hope to raise
to maturity 10-15 plants. Although those which survive will not
bloom for another 7-10 years, I am already looking forward with great
anticipation to their flowers.

With these new plants, 7/
s moutan and Vs lutea, we hope to have

achieved hybrid which possess the fine qualities of outstanding
peonies, vigorous and with bigger flowers, a great variety of foliage,
petal formation and color. More important in the history of horticulture,
the 1984 seeds represent the culmination of almost 40 years of
research aimed at breaking the sterility of the early generation hybrids
and liberating the moutan genes for free cross-breeding. Finally, it is

our hope that these new seeds will be the parents of a newly created
species of tree peony, capable of self fertilization and self perpetuation.

The Daphnis Breeding Program
fry Peter E. Hughes

As the late Dr. A.P. Saunders said, the Japanese tree peonies are
almost unique amongst flowers in that centuries of breeding have
produced the ultimate of perfection in their gene pool. They rank as
probably the most beautiful of flowering plants.

The discovery of PAEONIA LUTEA and PAEONIA DELVAYE
enabled the introduction of additional genetic material and unique
colors. The first person to utilize this pool was Lemoine in France. He
used very double Chinese varieties and obtained weak- stemmed,
very double hybrids. This century, Dr. Saunders crossed the above
species with strong-stemmed, less double Japanese varieties and
obtained about seventy uniquely colored and beautiful hybrids,
which he named and distributed.

These so-called LUTEA hybrids shoot somewhat later than their
Japanese parents and so are less susceptible to late spring frost
damage and hence are hardier in northern U.S.A. and Canada. Their
flowers are somewhat smaller than those of the Japanese varieties
and their vigorous growth often partially obscures their flowers.
Nevertheless they are in the top rank of garden and landscape
plants.

They show a relatively high degree of sterility and further breeding
has proved difficult. Mr. W. Gratwick raised several hundred seedlings
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of P. LUTE A and selected one P. LUTE A 14 with particularly stong
stems. He made similar crosses to Dr. Saunders and also succeeded
with the reverse cross.
At this stage, he became associated with Nassos Daphnis in a

most ambitious breeding program. Dr. Saunders had raised two
seedlings designated F2 A and F2B which he did not consider worthy
of introduction, but which had some appreciable fertility. These two
varieties were to play a major role in the Daphnis program. Other
Saunders varieties occasionally produced pollen or seed and these
were intercrossed with F2A and F2B and with Mr. Gratwick's very
extensive collection of the best Japanese varieties and some of his
own raising. F2A and F2B werw also intercrossed and crossed with
Choni to introduce more hardiness. As a result of this work, F3 and F4
generations of LUTEA hybrids were developed with increased
fertility. On the other hand, back-crossing of LUTEA hybrids with
the Japanese varieties to restore large flower size and petal texture
resulted in further loss of fertility.

As a legacy of Nassos Daphnis's efforts, we have three of the most
beautiful tree peonies yet raised - namely LEDA, HESPESTOS
and ZEPHYRUS, and perhaps even more importantly a nucleus of
fertile advanced generation hybrids. Among the most recent hybrids
to flower are D. 365, D. 367 and D. 368. In December 1983 Nassos
showed me slides of these. They include a splended double yellow
and a purple variety with dark flares, which he considered his best
variety to date.

Nassos Daphnis has his studio in New York City and twice a year
flies to Rochester to stay a week at Pavilion to make crosses or collect
seeds. Itmust be appreciated that to do this he used his own time and
resources and none of these varieties has been patented. Perhaps it
would be fitting if each Daphnis plant sold was accompanied with an
autographed colored illustration of the variety. A minimum charge
for these afford the purchasers the chance to acquire a unique and
ultimately valuable collection and at the same time partially compen
sate Nassos for loss of royalties. With presently available methods,
peony propagation is slow that royalty rights are too expensive to
justify the outlay against the possible return within the seventeen
years of the life of the patent. Hopefully all this will change in the near
future witht he advent of rapid propagation using tissue cultures.

Several enthusiasts, particularly David Reath and Roy Klehm,
have saved many of these Daphnis hybrids from extinction. Several
of the earlier Daphnis varieties are in commerce. He has named some
of the outstanding later varieties with names from Greek mythology.
Several of these are seventy-five per cent MOUTAN and are very
beautiful. As mentioned in making the crosses, he used the Gratwick
plants. These are recorded by number and reference to the Gratwick
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Table will show J. 25 is UBATAMA, J. 102 SUISHO HAKU, etc.
GUARDIAN OF THE MONASTRY, COMPANION OF SERENITY
and CAPTAIN'S CONCUBINE (J. 250) are three varieties which
Bill raised from Japanese seed. These and CHONI (a mauve variety
with flares) obtained from Choni Monastry, figure promanently in the
program.

Several varieties became commercially available several years
ago: the first being Fl D.3 TRIA. This is a yellow variety and bears it
flowers sequentially in groups of three - it has the longest flowering
season of any tree peony. D. 14 has been named ARTEMIS after
Nassos Daphnis's daughter. It has a wonderful constitution and
exceptional vigour and the yellow flowers have a unique shen. It is an
Fl hybrid of P.LUTEA 14 x GUARDIAN OF THE MONASTRY.
Because of its great vigour, it is an ideal variety with which to start a
collection. D. 23 has been named KRONOS. (LUTEA 14 x J. 25).
This variety has large flowers for a LUTEA hybrid, but somewhat
weak stems. Other Fl hybrids are DEMETRA, a double yellow,
GAUGIN, a multicolor of which the raiser is particularly proud, a
beautiful pastel colorMARIE LAURENCIN, and THEMIS (LUTEA
14 x J. 44).

The varieties D. 30, D. 31 and D. 32, all L. 14 x J. 44, are all white
flowered and dwarf growing, offering the possibility of rock garden
LUTEA hybrids. Of these, one has been named AVRA. D. 123
(GOLDEN HIND x F2B) is an attractive yellow and has been named
HELIOS.
Of the red varieties, D. 240 HEPHESTOS is outstanding. This is

an F2 seedling of THUNDERBOLT, but has little or no fertility. D.
303 named IPHIGENIA (F2 back cross x J.2) is a most vigorous and
dependable red variety, whilst D. 3 1 1 named BOREAS F2 (being Fl
self-pollinated) is like a vigorous BLACK PIRATE.

Several other varieties have been named, but two deserve special
mention: D. 204 ZEPHYRUS (J. 102 x F2A) and D. 308 LEDA (J.ll
x F2). Both these are three - quarter MOUTAN. LEDA is a beautiful
large semidouble pinkwith red flares. It would appear to have
produced a paler colored bud sport as two forms are in commerce. I
prefer the deeper pink form. ZEPHYRUS might be described as a
large double MYSTERY.

Among the unnamed varieties, D. 74 a fine yellow (GOLD FINCH
x F2A), D. 282 and F2B hybrid like an improved HESPERUS, D.
127 (ARCADIA x F2B) a dusty yellow with maroon flares, and D. 328
(F2B x COMPANION OF SERENITY) a soft yellow with frilled
petals, are all very attractive.

Many other varieties deserve mention but to have raised LEDA,
ZEPHYRUS and HEPHESTOS and to have supplied a breeding
nucleus of advanced generation hybrids is in itself a wonderful
achievement and thoroughly deserving of the A.P. Sauders medal.
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Heirs fit for a king
By Julie Ann Miller

"Reprinted with permission from SCIENCE NEWS, the weekly news
magazine of science, copyright 1984 by Science Service, Inc. "

Peonies seem to attract images of royalty. While the Greek
herbaceous peony was called "queen of all herbs," the other major
peony group, originating in the Far East, was called "king of all
flowers" by the Chinese. In fact, Chinese rulers decreed that this type
of peony called a tree peony, could only be planted in the gardens of
the imperial palaces.

The large and early blossoms of the tree peony are responsible for
its kingly status. Rarely grown in the United States, it is viewed by at
least one plant breeder as a plateau of excellence to which all other
flowers must still strive. Its blossoms, as large as 12 inches across,
have inspired purple prose. A horticultural described the flower:
"Sculptured delicacy and wavy elegance of its great translucent
petals, crimped and glistening like a huge parrot tulip fashioned out
of Oriental silk."
But this most regal of flowering shrubs, which has been grown in

gardens for more than 1,400 years, will have no heirs left to itself. Like
many cultivated plants, its progeny are sterile. Horticulturalists
propagate it by placing tree peony grafts atop the roots of herbaceous
peonies. Imperial as the tree peony is, horticulturalists still itch to
make a few improvements. The cultivated plant, for example, ranges
from white to a dark red, but has no yellow tints. Adding new traits is
difficult in a plant that will not breed.

Discovery in the 1880s of a wild yellow tree peony, called Paeonia
lutea, increased the desire to breed the plants. French horticulturalists
attempted to cross P. lutea with the woody stemmed cultivated form,
called Moutan, and got disappointing hybrids. The flowers faced
downward and were hidden beneath the foliage because the stems
were too weak to support the large blooms.

A.P. Saunders, a peony grower in the late 1920s, succeeded in
producing hybrids with more appeal. He got about 70 hybrids, ranging
in color from silvery cream to the color of rip grain and from dusty
pink to an almost black maroon. Some of thes are still sold by nurseries
today.

The work went slowly; it takes a decade for a tree peony to grow
from seed to blossoming plant. And the hybrids seemed to be sterile,
so subsequent generations could not be attained.
In what has been called one of the most ambitious projects in

gardening history, two New York horticulturalists in the 1940s took
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up the task of creating additional hybrid peonies. The goal was to
achieve a greater genetic contribution of the sturdy Moutan and less
of the P. lutea. William Gratwick of Pavilion, New York, and Nassos
Daphnis, an artist in New York City, started with two of Saunders's
hybrids and "by chance," according to Daphnis, managed to overcome
their total sterility. Some of the pollen from those plants was fertile
and succeeded in back crosses, finally producing some third- generation
plants.

The hybrids were considered to be spectacular. Some had pure
yellow flowers; some were patterned in yellow and red; others bloomed
pink with a blue cast. More than 30 of the "Daphnis hybrids" have
been remarkable enough to warrant distinct variety names, and some
are currently sold by nurseries.

The most recent success is the first hybrid made up of 75 percent
Moutan genes and 25 percentP. lutea. Daphnis says, "It's quite good,
with a good stem and big flowers."
Just this year Daphnis began what will be at least 1 0 years of work

to obtain a plant seven-eighths Moutan and one-eighth P. lutea.
Because hybrid fertility remains low, he plays against big odds. In the
spring he made 500 crosses, and he expects to obtain only five to 10
seeds. Then it will take two years for the seeds to germinate and
another eight years for the plants to mature to bloom. "But that's the
ultimate combination [of Moutan and P. lutea genes]," he says. "I'm
absolutely sure it will be even better than the hybrids we now have."

If you cut a trea. plant a tr««.
It is nature's replacaablt tnargy.

Rose chafers can be a problem near sandy soil - see your agri
cultural authorities in reference to any of your peony problems.

Don Hollingsworth.

COLOR SLIDE COLLECTION
The American Peony Society maintains several groups of excellent

sets of peony slides for rental. Each set contains 80 slides. A complete
set can be requested of all tree peonies, herbaceous hybrids, or
lactifloras or a combination of these three types.

Return slides promptly, Return postage, including insurance,
must be paid by the renter. Insurance $50.00. Rental fee $7.50.

Send request and check to Greta M. Kessenich, Secretary, 250
Interlachen Road, Hopkins, Minnesota 55343.
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Peonies In France
Leo R Fernig, 74380 Lucinges Bonne, France

Every lover of peonies is aware of the debt we owe to French
growers and hybridists of the 19th century and the early part of this
century. The families of great growers - Lemoine, Crousse, Dessert,
Calot and so on - are perpetuated in some of the names they gave to
the flowers they introduced. Just look at the list of Mmes and Miles
and Souvenir de. . .shown in "The History of the Peonies and their
originations". But time passes, and many of the famous nurseries of
the past, like that of the Lemoines, have disappeared under bulldozers
preparing new townships.
It is encouraging, therefore, to find one family that goes back

almost 150 years, is going strong today, and has maintained unbroken
its connection with the peony. Through meeting and getting to know
the present head of the Riviere Nurseries I have pieced together this
account in the hope that it will interest our American friends. In 1849
Francois Ruitton founded a nursery at Caluire, to the north of the city
of Lyons. The enterprise passed from him to his son, from him to his
son-in-law Benoit Riviere, who died in 1913, when the widow Mme
Enoit Riviere kept the nursery in business until her son Antoine was
old enough to take over. Antoine Riviere died in 1980, and his son
Michel is now head of the family and the firm: a tall, vigorous man full
of enthusiasm for the plants he grows.

From the very earliest days, the nursery has concentrated on
peonies. The importance of the collection by the end of the century is
reflected in Benoit Riviere's peony catalogue for 1911 - when he
offered 243 varieties of tree peony, 361 herbaceous varieties, besides
2 1 species and primary crosses, truly a vast collection to remind us of
a more spacious age than ours. It was in his time that the nursery
contributed the peony collection to the Pare de la Tete d'Or, the great
public garden of the City of Lyons. Benoit Riviere was also an active
hybridist, at any rate in the herbaceous peony field, and several of his
introductions are known in the States: Mile Jeanne Riviere, Mme
Benoit Riviere (both double pink), Souvenir de Francois Ruitton
(double red) and Philippe Rivoire (dark crimson).

With Antoine Riviere the focus of interest seems to have been the
tree peony, and he developed a number of new introductions of P.
suffruticosa varieties, without however neglecting the herbaceous
hybrids of P. lactiflora. These novelties do not appear to have crossed
the Atlantic, if one is to judge by the names recorded in the APS
source book Although the nursery comprised trees shrubs and hardy
perennials, he have the peony collection his special attention. When
his son Michel joined in the business, he progressively took charge of
the rest of the nursery, but the father kept the peonies to himself to
the end of his life. According to Michel, his father was so skilled in
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grafting tree peonies that one could hold the root stock suspended by
the graft scion even before binding or wax were added.

Around 1956 the nursery had to be moved to its present location,
about 20 km from Lyons, the original site having been overtaken by
urban growth. It is here that Michel Riviere continues the family
tradition, living with his own family in a charming old house in the
hamlet of Nievroz near the town of Montluel. Although he took over
the general collection of the nursery, his primary passion is the peony
and he believes that today specialization offers the most promising
line for a horticulturist; and from 1985 he intends concentrating on
peonies and (because their seasonal demands are so different)
hortensias. The family connection with Lyons remains strong, but the
Riviere Nurseries are becoming well known throughout France as a
source of good peonies, correctly labelled and well grown. Itis good to
note that demand for such specialization is growing. Hitherto, for the
most part people shopping in garden centers are offered "Peonies -

white, pink or red", with no further specification.
The Riviere Nurseries are well worth a visit (readers familiar with

France will know the Michelin Guide which flags excellent restaurants
with three stars and the comment "Justifies the journey" - "Vaut le
detour" - and Imay be pardoned in using a similar formula in the APS
Bulletin). The present collection of tree and herbaceous varieties is
not as large as that recorded by Benoit Riviere in 1 9 1 1 , but it is being
consolidated and steadily expanded. All the introductions of the
Riviere family over the past eighty years are kept in cultivation and
the 180 or so herbaceous cultivars are a good cross-section of French
contributions to the peony world. American and English varieties are
also represented, though on a much smaller scale. To build up the
collection, Michel Riviere is pursuing two lines: to acquire as many of
the species as possible, these ancestors of all our garden plants (he
records a fairly brisk demand for those few species he can offer his
public); and second, to introduce in France many more varieties of
the tree peony, particulary the lutea hybrids of American origin, as
well as Chinese and Japanese varieties. Of these latter, he notes the
need for sorting and checking the authenticity and naming of plants
from Japan. Apart from this aspect of expansion, Michel Riviere
continues to work on new hybrids. One of his first introductions is the
tree peony Antoine Riviere with a cyclamen coloured flower of
Japanese type, a vigorous cultivar first bred by his father and aptly
carrying his name.
At any rate, the peony business appears to be brisk Last season

the Nursery issued an illustrated catalogue; it covers only a part of the
collection (some 66 tree peonies including lutea hybrids, and 72
herbaceous varieties) , but reflects the process of consolidation in the
Nursery since it shows the plants whose stock is large enough to be
offered for sale. This year Michel grafted some 3700 tree peonies in
60 varieties, and hopes to raise the figure to 10,000 in the next two
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years; reproduction of herbaceous varieties runs currently at 12,000
plants. For contact purposes, the full address is: Michel Riviere,
PepinieresRiviere, Nievroz, 01120 Montluel, France.

Members of the APS on visit or holiday in France might well think
of including this region in their itinerary - remembering that end May
to mid-June is our peony season. They would find that the city of
Lyons, with its old town situated on the river Rhone and a thriving
business center, has many points of interest. Apart from which, it is
the home of French gastronomy, and good eating and drinking are to
be found not only in famous three-star restaurants but in the many
simpler restaurants in which the region abounds. By taking a car to
the nearby environs one can find any number of scenic spots, such as
the bird sanctuary of Les Dombes, the old walled town of Perouge,
not to mention the nursery Fve been describing. In a wider context of
communication, the international airport of Lyon-Satolas is one way
in; the TGV or ultra-rapid train from Paris to the Riviera stops in
Lyons; and the visitor can find something to suit all tastes in the
approaches by road or rail from north, south, east or west. There is
the Abbey of Vezelay, where St Bernard preached the second crusade,
and the winding road through the beautiful Burgundian vineyards; to
the east, routes rise towards Geneva, Grenoble and the Alps; straight
south, down the Rhone valley, one goes to Provence and the French
Riviera.
In conclusion, lest I seem to be giving the area the hard sell, I

should add that I live some distance away, in the Alps, where I have a
small amateur garden with as many peonies as I can fit in - my advise
is disinterested, but well intended for people with similar interests to
my own.

This Is The Peony
The Rev. Floyd J. Miller, Fergus Falls, Minnesota

The time of my introduction to peonies is vague, but it must have
been in the early 1920s. And the record of my increasing interest in
them is equally dim. I do recall the help of friends in caring for the
garden while I was in college, in the Military, and in the seminary. The
ribbons from the National Show in Minneapolis in 1954, and again in
1971, indicate a bit of success in this field. Their cultivation has
always been for my personal satisfaction. Now that I am retired it has
become a full-time hobby.

Why has my enthusiasm for peonies continued for such a long
time? Because of the wonderful flower it is, and the rich rewards its
nurture brings to the patient gardener.

The peony plant is rugged and vigorous. With a minimum of
attention it will survive neglect, harsh growing conditions, and compe
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tition from grass and other plants. It is hardy, easily living over fifty
years, and often outlives the owners. There is a satisfactory increase
from year to year. The roots are easily divided and planting is not
difficult. It grows in various soils, better in clay than in lighter ground.
There are no insects which attack the plant. An abnormality of growth
may appear, but ofen this can be overcome by dividing the root and
replanting for a new start.

The plant is attractive in all stages of growth: from the reddish
shoots which appear in early Spring; thru the Summer with leaves of
many shades of green; and into the spreading bushes of October,
until it "dies in a blaze of Autumn glory". It makes a grand specimen
plant, a bright spot in any landscape especially when it is covered
with a mass of wide-open single blooms. Peonies blend well with
evergreens, and make handsome focal points in a flower border.

The peony truly is an "heroic plant" in all seasons. It has an air of
sturdy self-reliance. It is both "patrician and plebian" in character.

The crowing honor and glory of the peony plant is the profusion of
blooms which comes in May and June. This flower has everything
going for it. There is a range of color from purest white to deepest
maroon-red. It has good size and three blooms make an acceptable
bouquet. It lends itself to many stunning arrangements. There is a
diversity of fragrance, elusive, but an expected quality. It is unsur
passed for exhibition. It lasts reasonably long. It has an exceptional
artistic quality, with character and dignity and refinement.

There have been many vivid descriptions of the peony bloom. It is
"most exquisitely formed, elegantly poised, and richly colored". It
has a "refined form, a texture like expensive satin, with delicate
coloring and sweet fragrance". Someone has written that "the peony
surpasses all other flowers with its magnificance of mass and per
fection of form and detail". "It has a sheer wealth of splendor and
majesty of presence." It has a natural "air of gaiety" with a charm of
its own. It has a "dream-like purity" which brings a sense of beauty
and happiness that is piercing; "a secret satisfaction making its way
directly to the soul"; "a thankfulness for life which is ecstasy itself. It
has been said of the peony

"How sweetly her blooms the senses beguile;
And the weary revive with the breath of her smile."

No wonder the peony was the favorite of the Greek gods. No
wonder it has been addressed as the "King of Perennials". No wonder
it has been called the "Queen of all Flowers". No wonder peonies
have long been considered the "Jewels of the June Garden". No
wonder it is a thrill to begin the day early on a misty morning in the
midst of the enchanting opening of the peony blooms. No wonder my
enthusiasm for peonies has endure for over sixty years. No wonder
the Members of the Society literally love the Peony.
(With apologizes to the unknown sources of the quotations.)
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Tree Peony Production of
Shimane Pref., Japan

From Dr. Hosoki, Shimane University, Matsue, Japan

Daikonjima Island, which is located in Nakaumi inland sea of
Shimane Prefecture, is called "Moutan" for its fame of tree peony
production. Recently, this island was connected by roads with
Matsue, a capital of Shimane Prefecture and with Sakaiminato, a
fishery harbor in Tottori Prefecture so that transportation became
better.

The history of Moutan in Daikonjima Island is dated back to the
Edo period (1603-1867). A priest on this island brought in plants of
tree peony from Kasuisai-temple in Shizuoka Prefecture. These
Moutans are called (Jibotan) which means "domesticated Moutan"
and some cultivars are still raised even now. The second introduction
to Moutan into Daikonjima-island was at the Meiji period (1868-
1912) from Ikeda of Osaka Prefecture by growers of "Corean ginseng"
in Daikonjima-island. Ginseng had been grown on this island by
promotion of prefectural policy in the Edo period. But, the productivity
became low due to injury of succesive cropping so that rotation with
tree peonies was devised. This cropping system traditionally continues
even now in Daikonjimi. Most of the cultivars bred in Daikonjimi
originated from those of Osaka Prefecture (the second introduction).
For propagation of the tree peony, grafting is conducted since

rooting is very difficult. Scions from another plant are taken and
grafted in September onto a herbaceous wild peony a two year old
seedling. The grafted portion is tied with rice-straws to make the
graft-union and the whole plants are buried into moist sand to
establish the union. Finally, they are planted in a field and grown for
two years and then are ready for sale. Grafting onto a herbaceous
peony has a merit over companion grafting onto the tree peony iteself
- this is, a grafted herbaceous peony grows rapidly and comes to
flower earlier. One to six years after grafted plants are planted, roots
of stock plants (herbaceous tree peony) break down and new roots
appear from the scion (tree peony istelf).

Grafted plants (two years after grafting) from farmers are collected
by the Agricultural Cooperative of Daikonjima-island in September
and October every year and shipped to Nursery/Seed companies.
Half of the plants are however still retailed by farmers themselves
and not through the Agricultural Coop. Total production of tree
peonies in Daikonjima-island is 1.6 to 1.8 million plants per year. The
rate for export to the United States and Europe, etc. is .15 to .18
million plants per year. They are treated with hot water to kill
nematode and soaked with a solution of fungicide to meet regulations
of quarantine. For export, 70% are one-year-old plants after grafting,
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30% are two-year-old ones. For domestic use in Japan most are two
year old ones, although three tofive year old plants are sometimes
retailed.

Problems of tree peony production are nematode and black rot
which can be controlled by soil fumigation. However, it is costly and
difficult to clean all the fields so that half of the tree peony plants
produced by the farmers of Daikonjima-island are produced in a
different, clean area at the foot of Mt. Daisen in Tottori Prefecture.

Quality of tree peonies is determined by stem length and tuber
size as well as degree of freedom from disease. "Hanakisoi", "Kaoh",
"Shichifukujin", etc., have long stems so that they are sold by a
relatively high price. Cultivars with short stems tend to be sold at a
lower price then the good flowers. We should make a different criterion
for various cultivars, which are requested by many consumers.
Otherwise, minor cultivars will be extinct (out of production). More
than 100 cultivars are grown in Daikonjima-island and some of them
are waiting for identification of names.

Misnaming of cultivars happens from propogation of incorrectly
named mother plants. Recently, nursery companies have asked the
Agricultural Coop to ship cultivars with correct names. So, most of
the plants are tagged with correct names. In case of export also, they
will tag correct names if ordered by cultivar names, not just by color
of flowers.
For breeding, it takes labor and time (almost ten years), however,

new cultivars are not sold at so high a price as expected. Therefore,
breeding is not so tempting for producers as for lovers of tree peonies.
But, I see several new unnamed cultivars in an exhibition of tree
peonies held by the Agricultural Cooperative in Daikonjima-island
every year. "Shimanishiki", white stripe on red, was born from a bud
mutation of "Taiyo" several years ago on this island and propagated
by an eager breeder here.

Recently, the demand for garden plants is not increasing since the
housing condition in Japan is poor (no place for a garden). Instead,
the demand for pot and cut flowers is increasing. Semi-forcing
(flowering) in February and March is increasing on Daikonjima-island
and the culture technique for this time is almost established. Forcing
in December is, however, difficult depending on cultivars. This is now
under investigation in our laboratory. Another problem is short self-
life of cut flowers in April and May in the case of the tree peony, this is
difficult to prolong by most of the chemicals tested by our lab so
far. **********

My peonies were lovely this year but a little late for Memorial Day. Our
cool wet weather held them back but they were so rewarding then they burst
forth. Well worth waiting for.

Agnes Cooper Miller, Friend, Nebraska
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Notes on Japanese Moutan Collections
From Dr. Hosoki, Shimane University, Matsue, Japan

Flowering dates of Moutans - in Japan
Shimane Prefecture May 1-5
Nara Prefecture May 1-5
Niigata Prefecture May 10-16

Flowering of Daphnis of Nara prefecture (Mr. Somei's garden) May
10-18.

Nara famous Temple gradens

1. Sekkoji Temple (Mr. Somei)
2. Hase Temple
3. Taima Temple.

Shimane Prefecture produces 1.8 million plants per year. 150,000
for export The Shimane Yatsuka-che Agricultural co-operative deals
with tree peony export.

Niigata Prefecture has ten Hectares of tree peonies where many
growers produce 230,000 plants per year. The new main center is
Gosen City in the Sumoto Area.

Tree Peony survey available for
possible name correction

A survey has been produced for trial, in connection with the
development of a proposed system to assist in the identification
of plants for which the variety name is uncertain or unknown.
Members desiring to assist with this project, in trying to establish
the correct name of your own tree peony varieties, write to this
office for the form. Send a stamped, self addressed envelope and
two copies will be mailed to you. You may have photo copies
made of this form, supplying your need.
Mail in as many copies of your tree cultivars in question, as

you desire, to the Secretary, American Peony Society, 250
Interlachen Road, Hopkins, Minnesota 55343.
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Registrations

WIND CHIMES
(David L. Reath, Vulcan Michigan. Dec. 29, 1984)

Seedling #71-1
Parentage, A tenuifolia hybrid-parentage unknown.

First bloomed 1971.

Lavender, single hybrid, flowers resembles lavender Windflower.
Good substance, no seeds. Plant grows upright, 36 inches height,
early tenuifolia, fern leaf but broader then species leaves. Disease
resistant. Relatively sterile but may occasionally produce a viable
seed. Attractive seed pods can be used for dried arrangements.

ANNA MARIE
(William J. Seidl, Manitowoc, Wisconsin, Dec. 23, 1984)

Seedling #A1-13
Single lutea hybrid tree peony.

Parentage, Reaths A197 x Daphnis numbered seedling, light yellow.
First bloomed 1983 (six blossoms).

Lavender, darker flares, selected for its smooth orchid-lavender
coloring a breakthrough derived from two light yellow parents. Darker
burgundy flares; anthers are light yellow without pollen, light filaments
shade to purple base; carpels and stigma are green, 10-12 petals.
Foliage and fragrance are typical lutea hybrid. About 30 inches tall in
this climate. Terminal buds bloom, one per stem. Dieback has occured
at -15° F without protection, followed by sparse bloom and strong
basal growth. Has set some viable seeds by Chinese Dragon and CD
seedling. Named in memory of my mother.

MARTHA WASHINGTON
(Carroll F. Spangler, Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin, Jan. 9, 1985)

Seedling #S 172
Parentage - unknown - chance seedling - might be of Mons Jules Elie.
First bloom 1974 - a full double, all subsequent years blooms single.

Single light pink lactiflora - early to midseason bloom, no fragrance.
32 inches in height, many stems, stiff and wirey. A very nice plant but
not valued for its beauty of flower but rather for the hybridizer. A
proven seed parent for the Itoh hybrids. Highly fertile both ways with
large seeds in great abundance. An apparent break-through for the
hybridizer. See Bulletin #250, page 34.
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NATIONAL CONVENTION OF THE
AMERICAN PEONY SOCIETY

MAY 31, JUNE 1, 2 1985

Early American Museum & Botanical Gardens
Lake of the Woods Park
Mahomet, Illinois

and

Charles Klehm and Son Nursery
Route #3, Box 289
Champaign, Illinois



CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN
PEONY SOCIETY

THE 82nd ANNUAL MEETING AND THE
80th NATIONAL EXHIBITION- MAY"3T, JUNE 1,2 1905

Friday May31st Jun e 1
7:30 am. - 4:30 p.m. Champaign Farm open to the public.
10:00 am. Museum pens. Prepare show entires. Work area will

be opened as needed Friday evening.
8:00 p.m. Board of Directors Meeting

7:00 a.m. - 1:30 a.m. Set up and enter exhibits.
7:30 am. - 4:30 p.m. Champaign Farm open to the public.
8:00 am. Registration
11:30 am - 1:00 p.m. Judging
1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Show open to the public
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. Luncheon at Rotary Hill Pavillion, Lake

of the Woods Park.
(Courtesty of Klehm's Nursery)

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Tour of the Klehm Peony Farm. Shuttle
bus service will be provided for those who
need it.

5:30 p.m. Cocktails at Golf Course Club House, Lake of
the Woods Park.

7:00 p.m. Buffet Banquet at Golf Course Club House, Lake of

9:00 am. - 4:30 p.m. Champaign Farm open to the public.
9:00 a.m. Board of Directors Meeting
10:00 am - 5:00 p.m. Show open to the public

Saturday evening Buffet Banquet $10.00 per person, including all
incidentials.
Send reservation directly to:
Judith Clapper
RR#3, Box 289
Champaign, Illinois 61821

Registrations received are final.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

the Woods Park.
Annual Meeting
Root Auction

Sunday, Jjme^nd Avuoe <^
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CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN
PEONY SOCIETY
MAY 31, JUNE 1,2

Accomodations:

HERITAGE INN
Box 328 (Rt. 47 at I-74)
Mahomet, 111. 61853
Tel. (217) 586-4975
Single - $24.38
Double - $27.56

BEST INNS
914 Bloomington Rd.
(U.S. 150 at I-74)
Champaign, I11. 61821
Tel. (217) 356-6000
Single - $24.54
Double - $30.90

HOLIDAY INN
1505 N. Neil
Champaign I11. 61820
Tel. (217) 359-1601
Single - $39.87
Double - $46.52

RULES FOR SPECIMEN EXHIBITS
1. All entries must be completed and in place by 11:30 a.m. on
opening day.

2. All entries must have been grown by exhibitors.
3. Entry tags supplied by the Society must be filled out completely as

to class, variety, and name and address of exhibitor. In addition,
each variety must be identified with a small wood tag with the
variety name legibly printed thereon. Entry tags may be obtained
in advance from the secretary of the American Peony Society. The
exhibitor or his agent shall be responsible for proper completion of
the entry tags.

4. Stems should be approximately 12" long (tree peonies excepted.)
5. Exhibitors are limited to one entry each in classes 101, 102, 103,

104, 105, 106, 201, and 301. In all other classes up to two entries of
each variety are permitted; however, any number of different
varieties may be entered.

6. The show committee may combine or divide classes if the number
of entries warrants it.

7. Correct varietal labeling is mandatory in the Open and the
Amateur classes. It is recommended in the Novice classes, but no
entry shall be disqualified for failure to identify.

8. Standard containers will be furnished by the show committee and
must be in all classes.

9. The American Peony Society Handbook will govern bloom types
and color.

10. Anemone types such as Gay Paree shall be shown as Japanese.
11. Awards need not be given to unworthy exhibits.
12. Flowers are to remain as placed on the show tables by the exhib

itor, moved only when necessary, and then the exhibits must be
kept in the same position.

13. The decision of the judges is final NOTE: See Page 12,

Division VI - COURT OF HONOR CANDIDATE CLASS
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DIVISION 1. Open to all Exhibitors.
Class. 101 American Peony Society Award

Twenty-five varieties, any color or type.
One bloom each in separate containers.

102 American Peony Society Award
Fifteen varieties, herbaceous only, any type or
color
One bloom each in separate containers.

103 American Peony Society Award
Ten varieties, herbaceous hybrid only, any type
or color
One bloom each in separate containers.

104 American Peony Society Award
Ten varieties, Tree peonies only, any type or color
One bloom each in separate containers.

105 Five varieties, Japanese Type lactiflora only, any
color
One bloom each in separate containers.

106 Five varieties, single type lactiflora only, any color
One bloom each in separate containers.

Three Blooms, one variety lactiflora only, in one container.
Class 117

118
119
120
121
122
123
124

Semi-double red
Bomb any color
Japanese white or blush
Japanese pink
Japanese red
Single white or blush
Single pink
Single red

110 Double white
111 Double blush
112 Double light pink
113 Double dark pink
114 Double red
115 Semi-double white or

blush
116 Semi-double pink

One Bloom Lactiflora Only
Class

136 Semi-double pink
137 Semi-double red

130 Double white
131 Double blush
132 Double light pink
133 Double dark pink
134 Double red
135 Semi-double white or

blush

138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146

Bomb white or blush
Bomb pink
Bomb red
Japanese white or blush
Japanese pink
Japanese red
Single white or blush
Single pink
Single red
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Three blooms, one variety Herbaceous Hybrids or Species in one con
tainer.
Class

150
151

Double or semi-double white, blush or yellow
Single yellow
Single white or blush
Single coral
Single pink
Single red

159A Itoh, hybrid any color

Double or semi-double 155
coral 156

152 Double or semi-double 157
pink 158

153 Double or semi-double 159
red

154 Japanese, any color
One bloom Herbaceous Hybrid or Species
Class

160 Double or semi-double yellow
161 Double or semi-double white or blush
162 Double or semi-double coral
163 Double or semi-double pink
164 Double or semi-double 'red
165 Japanese, any color
166 Single yellow 169 Single pink
167 Single white or blush 169A. Single red
168 Single coral 169B. Itoh hybrid, any color

Three blooms, one variety, tree peonies only, in one container.
Class

170a Japanese (Moutan) White, Single
170b semi-double

171a Japanese (Moutan) rink, Single
171b semi-double

172a Japanese (Moutan) Red, single
172b semi-double

173a Japanese (Moutan) Violet single
(Really purple lavenders) 173b semi-double
174a Japanese (Moutan) Maroon single

174b semi-double
175a Lutea Hybrid, white to cream, single

175b semi-double
176a Lutea Hybrid, yellow, single

176b semi-double
177a Lutea Hybrid, blend, single

177b semi-double
178a Lutea Hybrid, pink, single

178b semi-double
179a Lutea Hybrid, red, single

179b semi-double
80a Lutea Hybrid, dark red, single

180b semi-double

170c double

171c double

172c double

173c double

174c double

175c double

176c double

177c double

178c double

179c double

180c double
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One bloom tree peony only.
Class

185a Japanese (Moutan) white, single
185b semi-double 185c double

186a Japanese (Moutan) pink, single
186b semi-double

187a Japanese (Moutan) red, single
187b semi-double

188a Japanese (Moutan) violet, single
188b semi-double

189a Japanese (Moutan) maroon, single
189b semi-double

190a Lutea Hybrid, white to cream, single
190b semi-double

191a Lutea Hybrid, yellow, single
191b semi-double

192a Lutea Hybrid, blend, single
192b semi-double

193a Lutea Hybrid, pink, single
193b semi -double

194a Lutea Hybrid, red, single
194b semi-double

195a Lutea Hybrid, dark red, single
1Q~ 195b semi-double196c European tree peony

DIVISION II AMATEUR: Open to exhibitors who raise peonies chiefly
for pleasure, sell plants or cut flowers only
casually, and do not grow more than 200
plants.

Class 201 American Peony Society Award
Ten varieties, any type or color
One bloom each in separate containers.

Three blooms, one variety lactif lora only, unless otherwise stated, in
one container.
Class 205 Double white or blush

206 Double pink 210 Japanese any color
207 Double red 211 Single any color
208 Semi-double any color 212 Hybrid any color
209 Bomb any color 213 Tree any type or color

One bloom lactif lora unless stated otherwise.

186c double

187c double

188c double

189c double

190c double

191c double

192c double

193c double

194c double

195c double

Class 220 Double white 225
221 Double blush 226
222 Double light pink 227
223 Double dark pink 228
224 Double red

Semi-double any color
Bomb any color
Japanese any color
Single any color
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229 Hybrid any type or color
230 Tree, any type or color

DIVISION III NOVICE: Open to all amateur gardeners who ex
hibit peonies only at local shows.

Class 301 American Peony Society Award
Five varieties any type or color in separate con
tainers.

Three blooms one variety lactiflora, unless otherwise stated, in one
container.
Class 305 Double any color

306 Semi-double, any color 308 Single, any color
307 Japanese, any color 309 Hybrid, any color

One bloom lactiflora, unless otherwise stated, in one container.
315
316
317
318
319

DIVISION IV:
401

Double white or blush
Double pink
Double red
Semi-double any color
Bomb any color

320 Japanese any color
321 Single any color
322 Hybrid any color
323 Tree any color

Seedlings and New Varieties.
Seedlings.
Three blooms, one variety in one container, not
currently introduced.
Variety must have been divided at least once.
Must be shown under name or seedling number.

402 New Varieties :

Three blooms, one variety in one container. Lim
ited to varieties named and registered with the
American Peony Society and introduced no earlier
than five years prior to show date.
Awards given in the two preceding classes may be
Certificates of Merit or Honorable Mention at the
discretion of the judges, but no ribbon awards.
Varieties having won either award in previous
competition may not be shown again in that class,
except that varieties shown in class 401 may be
shown again in class 402 rejrardless of awards.

403 Seedlings :

One bloom. This class is for display only.
No awards will be given and any seedling entered in
class 401 is ineligible.

DIVISION V: Special Entries.
Class 501 Commercial Exhibit.
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Collection by commercial grower of 25 to 50 varieties in
separate containers. A placard approximately 9" x 14"
may be furnished by the exhibitor to identify his dis
play.

502 Visitor from greatest distance.
Five different varieties any type. Mileage verified on en
try tag.

503 Multiple bloom.
Single stalk not disbudded. Must show at least three
open blooms.

Class 504 505 North Dakota Memorial Award
One bloom each separate container, any color, only named varieties.
One entry per individual family.
Class 504 Tree peonies, Lutea and Japanese. Herbaceous hybrid, dou

ble and single.
Class 505 Lactiflora, Double, semi-double, single, Japanese.
These two classes are not considered for Class VI.

DIVISION VI: Court of Honor Candidate Class
Court of Honor blooms will be selected from this Division. En
tries are limited to two bloom in each class. Exhibitors are urged
to enter their best blooms in this Division.
Judges may select two blooms from the floor in addition to place
ments, for consideration of Grand Champion on the Court of
Honor.

One bloom Lactiflora
Class 601 Double white

602 Double blush 606 Bomb any color
603 Double light pink 607 Semi-double any color
604 Double dark pink 608 Japanese any color
605 Double red 609 Single any color

One bloom Hybrid or Species
Class 610 Double any color

611 Semi-double any color
612 Single any color
613 Japanese any color

One bloom Tree
Class 614 Lutea any type or color

615 European any type or color
616 Japanese any type or color

Class 617 One bloom Itoh Hybrid any color.

Grand Champion
The best flower in the show will be selected from all
named entries in the show.
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DIVISION SEVEN - ARTISTIC CLASSES
Section A LAKE OF THE WOODS - Learning, Landmarks

and Leisure
"A Tribute to the Botanic Garden" - A mass arrangement
using a variety of perennials, staged atop a table ap
proximately 20" x 30".

"The Schoolhouse of Yore" - an arrangement suggesting
the one room rural school, staged against a cream colored
background 40" tall x 30" wide. Accessories permitted.

"Hy Tower" - a line arrangement commemorating the
leadership of Mr. H. I. Gelvin, early leader and longtime
president of the Champaign County Forest Preserve
District. Staged against a cream colored background
40" tall x 30 " wide.

"Seeing Double" - an arrangement using two containers,
in recognition of the honeymoon mirror available for
summer photography in Lake of the Woods gardens,
staged in a cream colored triptych 40" high, 36" wide,
18" deep.

"The 19th Hole" - An exhibition table representing a
golf luncheon, staged in a cream colored triptych 40"
high, 36" wide, 18" deep.

Artistic Division Rules
1. An exhibitor may make only one entry per class. All must be the
work of the exhibitor.
2. Peonies or peony foliage should be included in all arrangements.
Peonies need not be grown by the exhibitor, and some will be available
from the committee.
3. No artificial flowers or foliage are permitted.
4. A minimum of treated plant material is permissible.
5. Entries must be placed from 7 to 10 a.m. Saturday June 1, at the
Early American Museum.
6. While the show management will exercise due caution in safe
guarding exhibits, it cannot assume responsibility for injury or loss.
7. Personally owned properties must be claimed immediately after
the show closes at 5 p.m. on Sunday, June 2.
8. Registration for design exhibits will close May 25, 1985. Contact
Mrs. R. D. Bradle, 1401 W. Healey Street, Champaign, ILL 61821,
tel. 1-217-356-9646.

Class I

Class II

Class HI

Class IV

Class V



REVOLUTION IN THE WEATHER
Before and After

by Rev. Joseph A. Syrovy, Vining, Iowa.

The last time I enjoyed my tree peonies to the fullest was the
spring of 1983. Every plant from the lutea hybrids, Japanese and
Itohs bloomed to prefection. On a gentle slope with a background of
hardy Exbury, Azaleas bloomed tall lutea, HIGH NOON. Directly in
front was one of my oldest, white GODAISHU, next to it, to the left,
also one of my old ones, lutea LA LORRAINE and on the end, my
precious ROCKS, given to me by Don Hollingsworth. In the center
was the eye catching wisteria blue KAMADA FUJI, flanked by
ALICE HARDING. Of course there was SHINTENCHI and HODAI
and others to complete the picture.
All grew well during the year and set large buds for blooming the

coming year. What bothered me was that for the past three years we
had cold and rainy falls. The leaves remained green for a longer time
than usual and I wondered if the plants were sufficiently mature and
hardened for the winter. However, as I noted the bloom for 1983 was
almost perfect.

The year of 1 984 will be a year we will always remember. We call it

"the crazy weather year"! About March the 10th, we had a cold wet
rain and a bone chilling wind from the south that covered everything
with ice and caused much damage to trees and bushes, farm buildings
also. There was more to come.

It started Easter week with heavy rain and that same bone chilling
wind from the south. All peonies, both tree and herbaceous were in
full leaf and also buds. On Tuesday after Easter, April 24th, the winds
became almost cyclonic, blowing off peony leaves and small branches
with buds, on both tree and herbaceous peonies. I went out and
placed bushel baskets over my four Itohs, likewise on some of the
other tree peonies. I also took a sheet of large black plastic and wound

it around my ROCKS to keep it from breaking more and fastened the
other end to the tree peony near by. It all paid off as all the buds on
ROCKS bloomed and had seeds. The neighboring plant also bloomed
and was the only lutea blossom I enjoyed. It was LA LORRAINE!
After the storm and when it warmed up, the leaves and buds on the
tree peonies wilted, I knew they were frozen and would not recover. I

took out my pruning shears and had to clip off 6 inches of a foot of all
the tree peonies. This pruning paid off as new shoots came forth. All
plants were rejuvenated. It pays to plant deeply and properly.
All of my seedlings, many ready to bloom lost their buds, not I

have to wait patiently until this year for bloom. As Chris Laning wrote
in PAEONIA that all seedlings shoudl be protected for the first five
years, we pass on to you. This, I should advise for all newly planted
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tree peonies, "Tender loving care", until they get used to their new
home and become acclimated. Other plants that suffered heavy
damage during this spring storm and had to be trimmed were:
Forsythia, Red bud, the Exbury, Azaleas, peach trees, hybrid grades
and my sub-carpthian walnut which didn't bear at all. Then in July
and August, we had a record breaking drouth. All peonies and other
plants wilted, so I watered. After this records were broken for the rain
we received again. It was so wet, farmers had difficulty harvesting the
corn and soy bean crops.
This was not the end yet! We had very vacillating temperatures all

during November and December, from freezing to a high of 60°F.
Christmas was a cold frosty snowy day with that some bone- chilling
wind from the south. However, we were wading in mud on December
28th. Crazy weather?

Tve gone out to look at my beloved tree peonies and they all are
filled with big fat buds, ready to show forth their beauty, IF!

Vandalism
An otherwise good season was marred by someone going along

two sides of our property with a brush and week killer pouring it
directly from the can onto the plants. A total of 1 4 peonies were killed
or badly damaged. Those affected curled and became black; however,
in ases where the damage was in the middle of the clump, the sides
remained green. Perhaps next season I will know the extent of the
damage.

CYTHERE A was one of the most beautiful in the garden this past
season. On clump of RED CHARM was severely damaged, but a
clump that escaped was much admired by all visitors as usual.
CHOCOLATE SOLDIER, PRAIRIE MOON, CAROL, and

LOIS ARLEEN some of the other hybrids that did exceptionally
well.
Of the tree peonies, GAUGUIN and VESUVIAN were the most

beautiful with many blooms on each. BANQUET planted only a few
feet from the previously mentioned ones continues to sulk, but it did
have one or two blooms this year in contrast to the previous two years
when it produced no bloom. So there is hope.

Two plants disappeared after blooming beautifully - HIGHLIGHT
and PEACE. I assume it was PHYTOPHTHORA although they had
been sprayed regularly with manzate up to blooming time. Dusting
the undiluted powder all around the clump stems did nothing to
abate the damage. The plants died a stem at a time in spite of all I
could do. One chimp did this in 1983, and a few sprigs came up in
1984. So, time will tell if they are completely gone.

Olin R. Frazer, Warrensburg, Missouri
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LETTERS
This is just bits and pieces of peony lore that goes back for many

years. The changes in the past decade have been so great.
When I was a teenager, my mother grew peonies, she not only

had many of them but she knew all the new introductions to Lemoines.
We had the common kind and to see the new varieties, Therese,
LeCygne, Mons Jules Elie etc., we always visited the garden of the
doctors wife. The bankers garden also had the fine new varieties.
Probably the best and most popular peony then, was the old timer
Festiva Maxima.

Our town was benefited at the time of Bertrand Farrs death by a
bequest of peonies and iris which were planted in the Des Moines
street boulevard. They soon made a fine sight. This was in the early
1920's. There was no maintenance and neglect soon took over, tree
seedlings and weeds squeezed out the weaker plants. There are still a
few left though they sit in a mass now, for all the veterans organizations
have adapted the area for monuments for their own organizations,
canon, boulders, bronze plaques etc.

Bertrand Farr and family are buried out in Graceland Cemetary
near here. A couple of peonies are in fair shape, look like Festiva
Maxima. I often stop by and cut off a seed pod and weed to save both
plants.

Marcus Maxon, 908 Boone St., Webster City, Iowa.

From - Helene Groysillier, granddaughter of Felix Crousse,
Hotel Club de Nancy, Saint May, France.

I believe that my grandfathers house
was burnt down during the war of 1914-
1918 and therefore I have no catalogs, books
nor photos of this beautiful Hoticulture
establishment but I have found in my ad
dress book, a New Years card. It is a photo
of the peony Mons Jules Elie from him. I
sent a reproduction to you from the bottom
of my heart.

The above was written in French -

Translated by Wally Dibble, New Hope,
Minnesota.

Helen Groysillier, now retired in a nursing home near Nancy France.
The city of Nancy ask her for a biography of Felix Crousse, on the occasion
of the great daphlis fest where a new variety was dedicated to Felix Crousse.
She has sent this beautiful manuscript to us, written in French. When
translated, it will be published in the Bulletin.
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Our Peony Year 1 984
Harold A. Toms, Tazewell, Virginia.

We had a great peony year. With forty peonies,
most of them new, we had about % of them bloom
It would be hard to enumerate our favorites
beyond, say three or perhaps four. RED CHARM
would be high, very high. Two years down, this
was its first bloom. Three large gorgious
blooms. FIRST LADY was lovely. CORAL
CHARM was unusual, great! But probably
DOUGLAS BRAND with four lovely blooms,
first season down is our favorite. So good that we
have an 11 x 14 inch cibrachrome brilliant print
of it framed in solid walnut. Kevin, our four year
old grandson chuckles every time he thinks of
PILLOW TALK. It was lovely. Others of note
are: TRULY YOURS, FEL1X CROUSSE,
TOM ECKHARDT, DINNER PLATE, RASP
BERRY SUNDAE, MYRA MacRAE, MYRTLE
TISCHLER (lovely) PRAIRIE MOON, one of
our favorites, PAULA FAY, MRS. F.D.
ROOSEVELT, FELLX SUPREME and DORIS
COOPER. EARLY SCOUT opened the season
and MYRA MacRAE closed it. We were disap
pointed that ELSA SASS blasted, th hot spell
ust cooked its bud before it could open.

We greatly enjoyed the APS show at Kingwood
Center in Mansfield, our first peony show. Don
Hollingsworth's yellow #205 is on our want Ust.

East Lyme, Connecticut
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My peonies bloomed very well this spring, there was enoughmoisture in
the ground. No bad winds, so we could injoy them for a few weeks after the
cold dark winter. I have a number of peony seedlings that I've grown from
the free seed offer and they are one of the high points of my gardening
season. None have bloomed yet but the anticipation gives me something to
look forward to over the winter. It is very hearting to see a peony bud just
below the surface when putting on the winter mulch, Spring will come again
and the peonies will bloom.
My sincere thanks to the members who contribute seeds to this program

and the Chris who distributes them. I get a bigger kick out of planting a seed,
with all the uncertainty as to what it will develop into, than I do from
planting a root of a beautiful plant. Thank you.

Frank R. Fassl, Naperville, Illinios
**********

From the garden of Mr. and Mrs. Saul
Axelrad of Denver, Colorado, come a picture of
this beautiful Japanese tree peony of lilac
purple with petals shading to a lighter self color
at the edges. It is classed as a semi- double with
darker purple at the base of the flower with a
raised compact golden center.

In our garden last years bloom has never been so specticular. It seemed
that every plant, no matter how small, bloomed. Our top early performers,
as always were RED CHARM, PRAIRIE MOON, preceded by CLAIR DE
LUNE and EARLY SCOUT. PEPPERMENT (pale pink, stipped red) was
amass of bloom. LAKE OF SILVER, MANDALEEN AND RASPBERRY
SUNDAE were some of the best double pinks. In the whites, MOTHER'S
CHOICE is such a perfect, pure snow white, nothing else compares with it.
The Japanese peonies out did themselves. TORO - NO - MAKI was literally
smothered with bloom, WESTERNER, LOTUS QUEEN, SWORD
DANCE, FANCY NANCY, the same. Always one of the highlights in our
garden is WHITE CAP, with its almost white tufted center, surrounded by
rich rose-red petals. Colors a little out of the ordinary, ANGELO COBB
FREEBORN, tall double of glowing coral rose, MATILDA LEWIS and
HIGHLIGHT, almost equally dark, in rich red burgundy; LORD CAVIN,
PEPPERMINT and RASPBERRY SUNDAE, creamy white and pink with
rose color, rippled through, CAROL in startling (almost) fire engine red.
A super year for peonies. Will '85 be so kind? We can only hope so.

Anna Walrad, Edgewood Gardens, Virgina
**********

I really enjoy the Bulletin, good nostalgic reading in my golden years,
Thank you.

Charles D. Walker, Bordentown, New Jersey
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Tree peonies growing in the beautiful garden of
Col. and Mrs. Thomas Gentry, Lexington, Virginia.

^ .j r» i Earlier bloom of
Kinkaden Semi-double Rocks semi- double Rocks.

My semi-double Rocks was raised from seed sent me a good many
years ago by the late Leo Armatys. For several years it bloomed as a
single, though much larger and more open than other Rocks I have
seen. My plant is now six feet tall and about the same width. It makes
a spectacular show of close to 100 blooms.
I have seen the pink form in England and which I have never been

able to find in this country.
Tom Gentry
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This year we have had the most beautiful peonies that I have ever seea
My husband made hanging pictures for the sun room, all pictures were of
the different colors of peonies, some looked like dinner plates. Next spring,
I will add more reds.

The back ground of my garden are the showy Rudebeckas, daylilies,
hosta and many various kinds of other flowers - so all through the blooming
season, the garden is a mass of beautiful bloom, starting with all kinds of
spring bulbs. We have many garden visitors, they leave with a bouquet of
flowers.

Pearl C. Jones, Dayton, Ohio
**********

We did not have an especially good peony season. Severe frost in May
followed by an early spring did much damage to the buds of several
varieties, both hybrids and lactifloras. The extremely cold weather killed
the tree peonies to near ground level, although all grew again. WE moved to
a new area in the city, devoid of trees or landscaping, in July. Sept. 1, we
went back to dig perennials and moved about % of the peonies, including the
tree peonies. So it will be a few years before we can expect much bloom on
our peonies. Our new yard is larger, just right for our peonies and a play
ground for our little daughter. Winter arrived October 15th.

Brian Porter, Regina Saskatchewan, Canada
********

Our unusual weather continued again in 1984. It seemed like spring
would never come to stay. The weather fluctuated until early May, also so
much rain through the period. I cut more buds than usual to open in the
ouse. The Estate peonies from Klehms were huge, some of the bloom could
not have withstood all the rain but I found some wonderful heavy supports
from Leonards in Piqua, Ohio and they held them up beautifully.

Mrs. E.G.B. Wright, Jr., Machipongo, Virginia

This picture shows a part of our
peony garden in front of our home.
They are mostly old timers many of
them belonging tomy aunt and Grand
mother. KARL ROSENFIELD and
FESTIVA MAXIMA are in this area,
the newer varieties elsewhere.
PRESIDENT WILSON is super with
its spicy fragrance.

These peonies make a very wonder
ful display, in full sun and close to the
road where they are enjoyed by so
many people.

From George and Iona Allen
North Canton, Ohio
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From a long line of peony
lovers Peonies growing on
the farm of Jim Heacox, in
the 1800, viewed by Jim and
his niece, Mary Adams.

Steve Olson working with the
heirloom peony at the Cottage
Hill Cemetary, Brazil,
Indiana.

A root of this peony growing
at his home, Dearborn,
Michigan.

An Heirloom Peony
To Greta - 1 amwriting to let you know how

much I enjoy the Bulletin and to recount how
and why I did join our Society. I had telephoned
you on Nov. 28, 1983 in the evening and asked
for amembership application and you promptly
responded to my request. At that time, I felt as
though I needed as much information as
possible for the care of a very special peony.
It began on September 23, 1983 at the

grave of my great grandmother, Catherine C.
DeCamp nee Heacox (1871-1938). She is
buried in Cottage Hill cemetary, just outside
Brazil (Clay County), Indiana. My grand
mother, wife Janet and myself had planned to
dig up the peonyroot which was planted years
ago on her grave. She had always loved her
'pineys' and used them exclusively as her
landscape around her modest home in Brazil.

When I began to take an interest in my
genealogy, I noticed a number of pictures of
her were taken near her house and her pineys.
After her death in 1938, her son Earl dug up
one of her favorite peonies and planted it on
her grave. This root was not divided until
1983 when I did so. Granny, Janet and I got to
the grave in the late afternoon, with 6 clay pots
and a long narrow shovel Carefully I removed
that peony that had graced the grave for 45
years. This large old root had a number of
eyes, cream colored or rose colored at the top
of the crown, I divided the root into seven
pieces, placing one root back ont he grave,
carefully planting it. The other six pices went
to decendants of great grandmother DeCamp.
After helping the relatives with their planting
in Indianapolis and Dearborn, I planted mine
on the 27th. On April 5, 1984, the first shoot
broke through the soil and I anxiously awaited
to see the flowering of this beloved plant. As I
was growing up I frequently heard about this
peony from family members but none of us
had the opportunity to get to the cemetary to
see it bloom. Grannie had remembered it as a
deep pink On June 4th, it broke into full
bloom, a gorgeous deep pink or rose color
flower more than 4" in diameter. Four genera
tions had come and gone and now for the first
time I gazed at that beautiful flower and much
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as great- grandmother DeCamp fell in love with ths beautiful piece of God's
handiwork.
It was meaningful that this summer I was able to gaze into the past but

also received a gift of the future. We had our first child, ElizabethMargaret
Olson on Aug. 23, 1984. I have learned that all the roots of this peony are
living, including the one at the cemetary.

Once again, thank you for your faithful, fervent work with the Bulletin
and know for one I am most grateful

Steve Olson, Dearborn Michigan

Peonies at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Brandt, Portland Oregon.

Some of the peonies that are
in this garden are over 40 years
old. They were purchased when
Mr. Bernech sold peonies here.
His garden was located at 3903
S.W. Baird St. and he retired from
commeercial growing at age 81.

He was the first to bring
peonies to the N.W. and it was
during this commercial activities
that I knew him.

He introduced some of his
own namely APPLE BLOSSOM
BLACK BEAUTY, MARY MAY,
RUBAIYAT, FAVORITE and others.
Our peonies may have some of them as
well as other varieties he sold. There are
three rows about 150 feed long. They have
endured the hazards of nature over the
years. One that was of grave concern was
the eruption of Mt. St. Helens in June
1980 and this continued for several weeks.

The first eruption spread about Mi inch ash over Portland. All the blooms
and buds on the peonies were burnt, leaving all a brown color. The foliage
was heavy with ash and it ws difficult to wash off the bushes. However, they
survived, with good bloom the following year. Winters have not been good
for them either as an ice storm covered them a year ago. No harm to the
peonies but over a dozen rose bushes were lost in our planting.

So I can say, Peonies endure and our peonies are a joy to everyone.
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I do enjoy the Bulletin and it gets first at
tention of the mail received. One of the pleasures
from it, is the description and performance of the
various peonies, it helps in making difficult
choices when one is restricted in space.
My garden in 1984 season was glorious with

bloom. I had divided a favorite plant of RED
GRACE the previous fall and was rewarded with
blooms from two new blooming areas. PINK
JAZZ seemed reluctant at first, then put out
utterly stunning large hot pink bombs. We had a

very wet spring and each morning I would assist
the water- logged blossoms with a gentle shake to
take away the excess water and weight, it helped
so that the minute there was sun, they were as
splendid as ever. The list now includes
WHOPPER, BEST MAN, CHEDDAR
CHEESE, VIVID ROSE, MYRA MacRAE,
DOUGLAS BRAND, MOON RIVER, BRIDAL
VEIL, PINK PERFECTION, RED CHARM
and a lovely peony sent as a gift with my first
order which said "Gratis" on the tag but no name.

It has become a favorite, is long lasting as a cut
flower and fragrantly sweet scented. It is in the
background of the inclosed picture of Whopper.
The photo of RED GRACE looks like hot pink
when it actually is a ruby red, usually tighter
petaloids but it was the only picture I could find
of my favorite peony.

Vernon Kidd



My little display garden of peonies here at the Embassy did very well
this year. There are some twenty varieties of trees and albifloras. Some of
my fellow tenants are interested and help to maintain the plantings. We've
had an excellent gardening year. Timely rains and only a few very warm
dflvs William Bringe, West Bend, Wisconsin
"Are those real?!" neighbor hears from co-workers when she takes some

of my 7 "TOP BRASS, RASPBERRY SUNDAE and VIVID ROSE to the
office. Thomas E. Doucette, Framingham, Massachusetts

Richard Banziger of Earltown, New York looks to the future and ex
presses his though that all the old and rare varieties of peonies should not
be lost. Many members have expressed the same concern.

Roselette Pinks poppies, light blue Siberian iris and
peony STARDUST.

The outstanding performers in my garden this year were first
ROSELETTE, a very early pretty pink single hybrid with perfect erect
flower placement. Second was the great CYTHEREA with beautiful pink
color, perfect form and very long lasting. Third, the single white hybrid
REQUIEM with handsome thick green foliage setting off the heavy petals
of the flowers. This fall, I added many new varieties.

A garden ofbeautiful peonies from the state ofWashington. Miss Helen Andersen
of Union Gap sent this picture which shows red and white peonies. The peony in the
very front is BIG RED BOOMER SOONER
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Thirteen inches of rain fell in the
course of a week, in late May followed
by a week of the hottest temperatures
experienced, all summer. This caused
the peony buds to explode into fully
opened flowers and shortened the
flowering season by several days.
The best flowers this year were red
ones, RED CHARM, CHARM, and
tree peony CHINESE DRAGON.

Articles that I have read about seedlings prepared me not to be
surprised at results, intregued yes! From 20 RIVIDA seeds, planted
inl980, came twelve seedlings. Only one plant produced a red flower,
with a look similar to SCARLET O'HARA, the remaining plants had
flowers that I would say are a rosy red, some singles and some more
double. FARIBO GOLD, two plants of several that had blossoms
probably are like FARIBO GOLD.

The last willing to germinate and grow was MAY LILAC. Of 20
seeds planted, only three grew to plant stage.

The foliage is huge and beautiful colored
in a green-red- bronze irredescent mixture.

Waiting for spring to revel new wonders
of my fall planting.

Wilma Zapka, South Deerfield,
Massachusetts

Jinju Den
Photo - Ruth Belitz
Berlin West Germany

Kagura Jishi T.P.
Photo - Patricia Plunket
Mt. Waverley, Australia.

MAID MARION
Photo - Busse

MERVYN PEES
Photo - Busse
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Tribute to the American Peony Society In memory of Clarence 0.
Lienau. From the members of the Fifth District.

From a member of the Society of many years with interest in the
peony, growing many of the tree peonies and herbaceous.

Editor.

My peonies were fine this year. The bloomed a little early and I did
not have as many as I hoped for my husband and sons grave memorial
day.
This has been a good year for me. I had my 80th birthday in June

and at my weekly radio program "Southwest Gardens" about 50 or 60
friends came to the studio for the surprise birthday party KZIA had
forme. At my church I was presented a proclaimation from the Mayor
(Kinney) proclaiming it 'Rosalie Doolittle Day' I am about the oldest
in years and service in the media. I also did TV shows. My book
"Southwest Gardening" in collaboration with Harriet Tiedabohl
published in 1953 is still a good seller. It needs revising but I do not
have the descipline to do it "in my old age"!
I devote much of my time to a Biblical garden, I planted and

maintain at St. Johns Episcopal Cathedral. In May The National
Council of State Garden Clubs had their convention here and three
bus loads visited the garden. I have three peonies in the garden.
All good wishes for the holidays - Rosalie Doolittle, Albuquerque,

New Mexico.

-- From the Cathedral Church of St. John paper -
The Cathedral Family shares with the City of Albuquerque great

pleasure in expressing congratulations, appreciation and best wishes
to Rosalie Doolittle today on her 80th birthday, designated by Mayor
Kinney as "Rosalie Doolittle Day".

***************

Mr. Eldred Green, horticulturist writes that deer loves the peony.
They are nocturnal. They eat half moons which are about three inches
across and a foot to five feet from the ground. They eat trees, shrubs,
evergreens, milkweed and almost anything else, including out peonies.
A deer does not have any upper teeth, only a tough pad, so a close
examination will show sharp cutting and torn fibers in the same bite.
Also look for foot prints, two half moons with the flat sides facing each
other.

Cure? Scarecrows, flashlights, radio's playing rock music and
dogs may assist. Deer can become quite tame but are always
dangerous as they spook easily. Repellants, include creasote, dried
blood, haircut trimmings, mothballs but don't count on all this. See
your conservation officer.



Autobiographical Note
By Anthony De Blasi

I am not superstitious. I keep saying that to assure myself that it
wasn't the bushels of prickly pears by mother consumed while she
carried me that endowed me with a craving for plants; and it wasn't
my scrape with death at birth that shaped my fascination for
metaphysics and the puzzle of life/death/ existence; and it wasn't my
startled peering when I finally emerged that set me to looking deep
into things.
My mother was disappointed; she so wanted a girl the third time

around! It's only right she got me instead. After all, she had made a
permarital pact with Saint Joseph to bring her only boys. True to her
Sicilian culture, my mother made it a habit of bargaining with the
saints. "If he lives," she promised Saint Francis, 'TU dress him up to
look just like you." That would return a favor while earning spiritual
points for me. Can you imagine the humiliation of a four-year-old boy
forced at the pain of missing supper to go about dressed like a monk?
In Brooklyn?
I was a quiet lad, too fascinated with the world to get bored or into

serious trouble. I liked to draw. And listen to my father spout streams
of poetry from memory with an expression like that of Mona Lisa.
And I enjoyed the ride through our railroad flat on my two brothers'
shoulders, while we waited for the pasta to cook It was a straight run
from kitchen to parlor window where I'd doodle with finger on fogged-
up glass.
I was bilingual, Italian as natural to me as English. Given parents

who came from the land of bel canto, and a piano purchased with
blood-and-sweat money, it was also natural for me to be a musician.
My brother Sal was the pop player, with a good ear for jazz and a
sharp eye for cartoons. I was more inclined to the serious stuff --
operas, concertos, symphonies. This inclination flowered into a
majoring in music at Brooklyn College, with emphasis on composition.
A stint in the Army plunged me into electronics and communi

cations. My mind connected these with language and art, two of my
student loves. The rubbing of science and art together charged me
with new ideas. And this trend hooked me into computers. This too is
natural, for programming is in some ways like composing ~ finding
the right medium of expression for a practical instead of an esthetic
end.
I was deeply fascinated with creatures that could change from a

seed less than an inch to a wonderful many-foot structure of leaves
and flowers in less than a year - that could distill water, soil, and light
into perfume or poison - that though they lived and breathed did not
talk back run, or fly away from you. Even as a child, I felt a kinship to
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plants. They were a kind of music, each with a melody of its own, a
unique rhythm and texture of tones. I was just one other waveform of
creation in counterpoint with so many different waveforms; this was
my time and my place in a world in which all living things have a
voice.

One superlative voice beckoned me in a botanical garden, when I
was 12. It was a white tree peony with the ethereal harmony of
Palestrina orchestrated into its petals. The lines of both plant and
flower wove serenely through the air like a Delius melody. And,
before I could fall in love with a girl, I fell in love with a peony! Iwonder
how often this has happened. Not a rare occurrence, Til bet, judging
from the number of peony men as well as peony women, from France
to Japan, and from Australia to America. Such an occurrence may be,
for all we know, as natural an event as a picture-worthy sunrise. The
connection between this love of the peony and my love of writing is
established in a good many Bulletins.

Through the changes in my life, the moves, the experiments,
marriage, raising a family, keeping a collection of plants (with tree
peonies my pets) - the one constant has been the need to express
myself creatively. I continue to take up this challenge by writing and
programming. The musical part of me finds its vent as organist/ choir
director of two local churches. The parent in me keeps in regular
training with three school-age children. And these pithy meditations
would not be complete if I didn't let a Scotsman speak for me to a
certain Scotswoman. The Scotsman is Robert Burns; the Scotswoman
(now an American citizen) is my wife, Janet:
0 my Luve's like a red, red rose
That's newly sprung in June:

O my Luve's like the melodie
That's sweetly played in tune!

***************
Jackie Janson, 8612 W. Harrison, Kansas City, Missouri 64155

would like to contact anyone that grows the tree peony FLORA.
Should you have this variety, do write Jackie Janson.

PEONYITIS, an ailment that is not fatal.
Symptoms, a gross desire for peonies, their culture, showing,

hybridizing. You contract this ailment by visiting peole that grow
peonies, also by going to peony shows. There is no known cure!
I am planting ten more peony roots this fall, Sept. 15 at 4:00 PM.

That is the best time says Mr. Edward Harding in her book published
in 1917! I have been growing peonies for a very long time and
especially like the old timers and I am looking for two special varieties.
Write me if you have them or know where I can get them.
MIREILLE, a white by Crousse 1894 and MADAM GEISSLER

1880, double pink. Helen D. Andersen 107 E. Athanum Blvd.
Sp7 Union Gap, Washington 98903.
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r 1984 PEONY INTRODUCTIONS:
Chinese Type (Hybrid Origin): #199 prairie princess #688showgirl

Officinalis Hybrid: #141Delaware chief
Itoh Hybrid: border charm

See "Registrations" BULLETIN #251 for descriptions.
Limited offering of named Hybrids and breeder plants.

Write or call for list from:
Don Hollingsworth
5831 North Colrain Ave. Telephone: (816) 741-4739
Kansas City, MO 64151 Evenings, Early AM

The New Peony Farm
Quality herbaceous peonies
Our catalog is free on request

Box 6105 St. Paul, Minn. 55118

The Best of75 Years, compiled and edited by Greta M. Kessenich. A compendium
of authoritative articles gleaned from 75 years of the American Peony Society
Bulletins. Bylines such as Saunders, Auten, Peyton, Wister, Gayle appear
throughout, supported by such contemporaries as Krekler, Wild, Hollingsworth,
Lienau, Karrels and scores of others. . . all excerpted intact from the American
Peony Society's rare, near intact set of Bulletins since 1904. It touches on
subjects dealing with peony culture, history, exhibitions, peony ratings,

^ nomenclature and new propagation techniques written by botanists, growers and
hybridizers since the founding of the Society in 1904. Price: $15.00.

Peonies Iris Daylilies Perennials

Busse Gardens

i
innttota i^txennial i^e^ftft
635 EAST 7th STREET

COKATO MINNESOTA S5321 |«I2)2M-MS4

Catalog $1 .00 deductible on first order
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PERMANENT METAL
FLOWER and

GARDEN MARKERS
OfferingQuality and
Satisfaction since1936

Style A Rose Marker 100-10"
$15.90o 15" $17.60o 20" $19.35
Style B: Nursery 100-10" $17.60
o 15" $19.00 o 20" $20.75.
Style Single Staff 100-20"
$17.60 Style D: Swinger 100-
10" $14.75
Shipping andHandling: Zip codes
under 75000 add $2.90 per 100;
over 75000 add $3.95 oer 100;
OHIO residentsadd 6/tax. SEND
FOR FREE BROCHURE. ln
quire about other stylesand sizes
available, smaller quantities,
special sales, high volume
discounts, permanent marking
devices, and fund raising plans.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

EON INDUSTRIES
Dept. P, 3002 Manley Rod
Maumee, Ohio 43537

i Display Advertising Rates Schedule :* Single

Size of Ad Insertion 4 Insertions ,

1/8 page
Vt page
V>page
'/> page
full page

$ 7.50
12.50
15.00
20.00
30.00

$ 25.00
40.00
50.00
65.00
100.00

If you cut a tr««.
plant a tree.
It Is nature's

replaceable energy.

Caprice Farm
Nursery

Our 1 985 catalog (free for the asking) features these
hard to find cultivars, each a leader in its class.

CYTHEREA- National Grand Champion 1983.
Finest of the Lobata Hybrids.
Cherry-rose semi-double $18.50.
LOUISE MARX- Hugewhite Japanese with many
buds and a honeyed fragrance - $1 8.00.
PRINCESS MARGARET - National Grand
Champion in 1970, 1974, 1978.
Huge full double of deep pink - $1 6.50.

Allan & Dorothy Rogers
1 5425 S.W. Pleasant Hill Road
Sherwood, Oregon 97140
503-625-7241
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HARDY NORTHERN PEONIES

Beautiful Herbaceous and Tree Peony Hybrids.
Excellent quality. Exciting colors.

Catalog $1.00

David Reath
Hybrid Peonies Vulcan, Michigan 49892

HEMEROCALLIS (Daylily)
Enjoythiswonderfulflowerfromspringto autumnfrost. Its longblooming

seasonwill greatlyexpandyour gardenenjoyment.
Constantimprovementsin color, size,formandhabits Insurerapidgrowth

of Interestin this fine perennial.
Four quarterly Journals are filled with informativedata on varieties,

culture,performanceand progress.ManyRoundRobinsopento participation.

AnnualMembership 112.50

Join THE AMERICAN HEMEROCALLIS SOCIETY
Joan 0. Senior,Sec'y.,Route2, Box 380,DeOueen,Arkansas 71S32

INTERESTED IN DAFFODILS?
Join THE AMERICAN DAFFODIL SOCIETY, INC.

MEMBERSHIP BRINGS YOU . . .
Basic informationon daffodil culture,typesandclassification,

recommendedvarieties,showproceduresandplacesto buy bulbs.
TheDaffodilJournal, aquarterlyof theSociety,juat full of infor

mationyou shouldhave.
The privilegeof attendinglocal,regionalandnationalmeetings.
And newfriendsall over the USA. all enthusiasticaboutDaf

fodils.
AnnualMembership $10.00

Don't delay.Sendyourchecktodayto:
AmericanDaffodilSociety,Inc.

Miss LeslieAnderson
Rt.3.2302ByhaliaRd .Hernando,Mississippi38632

fl fi D Nursery
Herbaceous Peony Specialists

Availability list free upon request.
Visitors welcome.

Alfred Mantegna Dwight Waitman
6808- 180th S. E.

Snohomish, Washington 98290
(206) 668-9690
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Different, Exciting,
Great Fein to Read

For the gardener who wants to get more out of gardening!
Subscribe to THE AVANT GARDENER, the most useful,
most quoted of all gardening publications. Every month this
unique news service brings you the newest and most prac
tical on-going gardening information - new plants, products,
techniques, with sources, evaluations, feature articles. Now
in its 17th year. Awarded Garden Club of America Medal.
Curious? Sample copy $1. Serious? $10 for a full year (reg.
$15).

The fivant Gardener
Box 489S New York, NY 10028

"Schultz-lnstant"
LIQUID PLANT FOOD,m"7 dropsper quart water
Every timeyou water,
t.iery thing you grow."

Availableat yourstoreor send
$185 for5'/j OZ. $320 lor 12oz .
1470lor 28oz . (IncludesMailing)

"Schultz-lnstant"
"'A teasp.pergal water
Every timeyouwater.
Every thingyougrow."

Availableal yourstoreor send
$320 (or 1lb . $1250 lor 5 lb .
$4600 lor 25lb . (IncludesMailing)
MtgbySCMULTZCO Si LouisMO6j04juS

WANTED - OLD BULLETINS
Write the Secretary,
250 Interlachen Road, Hopkins, MN 55343

Brand
peonies
Minnesota's
oldest nursery

Dependable since 1868

Catalog upon request

Brand
Peony Farm
and Nursery

V Box 842. St. Cloud. MN 56301 J
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Our 1984 full color catalog and
1985 amendment, with a complete
listing of our available varieties,
including many of the older intro
ductions of William Krekler and
Lyman Cousins, are now available.
Send $2.00 refundable on first
order.

Klehm Estate Peonies
William Krekler Peonies
Brother Charles Daylilies
Dr. Robert Griesbach Daylilies
Nate Rudolph Daylilies and Iris
James Marsh Daylilies and Iris
Paul Aden Hosta
Daphnis and Gratwick Tree
Peonies

nur/ery
2 East Algonquin Road
Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005

PEONIES - IRISES - HERMOCALLIS
Send $2.00 for our 100th Anniversary Catalog 96 pages In color,

(1985) deductible from first catalog order
PEAK PEONY BLOOM USUALLY THE 20-22ND OF MAY

Iris and Peony cut flower show in May - weather permitting

GILBERT H. WILD & SON, INC.
Dept APS 3-85 P.O. Box 338, Sarcoxie, Missouri 64862-0338

TREE PEONIES OF THE WORLD
Also Herbace, Herbaceou Hybrids, Itoh Hybrids and Species.

Our new Catalog contains features for all enthusiasts.
* Lists of varieties from Mainland China
* Tips for the Home Gardener
* Aid to the Hybridizer
* Many color photographs of tree peonies and herbaceous-hybrids

SMIRNOW'S SON
ROUTE 1, HUNTINGTON, NEW YORK 11743

"You are more likely to find it here than anywhere else in the world."
Send $2.00 for Catalog which will be credited to first order.
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FIRST EDITION ....PEONIES
A HISTORY OF PEONlES AND THElR ORlGINATlONS

Compiled and edited by Greta M. Kessenich in cooperation with the
nomenclature committee of the American Peony Society

In Three Parts
I. VARIETY CHECKLIST

Based on a list compiled and edited by
Mr. & Mrs. Byron Gist, completed in 1956,
and kept on file at Kingwood Center, Mans
field. Ohio.
REGISTERED PEONIES
Compiled and edited by Greta M.. Kessenich
from bulletins of the American Peony Society.
All varieties registered with the American
Peony Society are listed.

INTRODUCERS OF PEONIES AND THEIR
PRODUCTIONS
Peony varieties listed by growers and de
velopers with emphasis on information pro
vided by George W. Peyton during the years
he was secretary and editor.

5,000 INDIVIDUAL ENTRIES
Peony growers who have had to rely on
fragmented sources for tracking down
peony varieties and their origins can now
avail themselves of this magnificent work
a spiral bound, 9x12 inch book which

lists and presents a capsule history of all
varieties in commerce. It is the result of a
monumental research, compilation and
editing effort by Greta Kessenich and the
nomenclature committee consisting of
three American Peony Society past presi
dents: Roy G. Klehm, Marvin C. Karrels.
and Clarence O. Lienau.

ORDER YOUR FIRST EDITION COPY NOWI
You'll enjoy this fine companion to your interest in peonies and will refer
to It many times during the course of your peony gardening activity.
It bears a beautiful color cover, contains 162 pages and is printed on
fine stock. Cover and all artwork contained inside is the work of artist
Joseph F. Kuczek. Price per copy $10.00

American Peony Society
250 Interlachen Road
Hopkins, Minnesota 55343

Please send me copies of "The History of Peonies and
Their Originations" at $10.00 per copy for which I enclose $

Name

Address

City . State Zip
Order now for your Christmas gifts.


